QUESTIONNAIRE

Role of Latur District Central Cooperative Bank in the Agricultural and Rural Development of Latur District

Questionnaire for Bank Officials

Investigator: Kawale P.G., Asst. Professor in Commerce,
Rajarshi Shahu Mahavidyalaya, Latur-413531.

Note: i. Information collected will be used for research purpose only.

1. Name of the Employee : -----------------------------------------
   Qualification : -----------------------------------------
   Designation : -----------------------------------------
   Age : -----------------------------------------
   Gender : -----------------------------------------

2. Do you have computer knowledge to maintain the bank account? Yes / No

3. Is the Bank computerized? Yes / No

4. Have you provided credit card facility to bank customers? Yes / No

5. Have you provided ATM facility to bank customers? If no, specify the reason.

6. Which loan schemes of government are rendered by LDCC Bank, Latur for agricultural and rural development?

7. What are the modes of advertisement of loan schemes of LDCC Bank, especially in village area?

8. Are there any training programmes arranged for bank officials? If yes, how frequently these are arranged?
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10. Which difficulties do you face while sanctioning and disbursing the loan?

11. What is the role of NABARD in the progress of LDCC Bank, Latur?

12. What is the ratio of NPA in LDCC? Which efforts are you taking to reduce this ratio?

13. Which strategies have you opted for competing with commercial banks?

14. What is your opinion about working procedure and administration of LDCC Bank, Latur?

15. Which remedies should be taken for overcoming difficulties and problems of LDCC Bank, Latur?

Signature